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                                                                      COURSE OUTCOME 

                                                                          B.A.GENERAL 

                                                          PAPER I & IV  :  EDUCATION AND SOCIETY 

CO1 understanding the concept of education ,its nature and scope. 

CO2   Analyzing the  difference between  the individualistic and socialistic perspectives  in education  . 

CO3   Discussing the role of different agencies of education  . 

CO4  Understanding Various factors influencing  education  . 

CO5   Understanding Various Schools  of philosophy such as Idealism , Naturalism and Pragmatism. 

CO6   Understating the meaning of curriculum and its planning and construction . 

CO7  Analyzing the role of play and play way in education . 

CO8  Understating and analyzing  the contribution of Western and Eastern educator  Rousseau, Dewey , 

Tagore ,Gandhi ,Froeble ,Montessori ,Aurobinda . 

CO9  Comprehending  the concept of freedom  and Discipline  . 

                                                   PAPER –II &V :- EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVEOLOPMENT 

CO 1  Understanding the concept  ,nature and scope of Psychology and educational psychology . 

CO 2  Discussing the various  stages of human growth and development and their educational  

implications .3 

CO3   Understanding  the  meaning and purpose of learning  and factors influencing  learning . 

CO4  Explaining the concept  of personality and its related  theories . 

CO5  Comprehending the concept of emotion and its related theories . 

CO6  Understanding the concepts of intelligence , its meaning and measurement . 

CO7 Understanding  habit and its educational significance  . 

CO8 Discussing the process of memory and its related concepts , analyzing the  remembering and  

forgetting  . 

CO9  Understanding  the nature and educational  implications of attention and interest ,   



CO10 Understanding the concept of heredity and environment and their roles causing individual 

difference . 

                                                   PAPER –III &VI :- INDIAN HERITAGE AND EDUCATOIN  

CO1  Understanding  then system of Indian education of during  Vedic , Buddhist and Medieval periods. 

CO2  Understanding and analyzing the Britisher’s influence of Indian Education. 

CO3  Role of Indian thinkers in education during British periods.  

CO3  Understanding  the various Education Commissions – Radhakrisnan Commission , Mudaliar 

Commission, Kothar Commmission . 

CO4  Analyzing education of women since independence. 

CO5  Assessing the National Policy on Education. 

 

                                         PAPER VII :EVALUATION AND GUIDANCE  IN EDUCATION  

CO1 Understanding the concept ,scope, and needs of educational measurement and evaluation . 

C02  Analyzing the tools and techniques of evaluation.  

CO3  Understanding and classifying types of tests. 

CO4  Understanding  the criteria of constructing standardized tests. 

CO5  Organizing and graphically representing data. 

CO6 Calculating and applying measures of variability . 

CO7 Understanding  and calculating Linear Correlation. 

CO9 Understanding the concept , scope, types for guidance and counseling.  

CO9 Analyzing the concept of adjustment ,maladjustment ,its causes and remedies. 

 


